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A digital platform...



...for listing objects by the minute.



OBJECTS: Dissolution of Interior 
and Exterior



INTERVENTION 1The Platform

“For those who seek a couch for cuddling,  for those with a homesick thirst to quench, for those who need an 
overhang for huddling,  for those who’d like to share a bench...There’s Cher. 

Cher allows visitors and users to reserve or rent objects by the minute. Caught in the rain? Cozy up to 
someone’s dryer. Need a book in a bind? Unshelve your neighbor’s library. Can’t cry at the house? Here’s a 
sympathetic street corner. Just as private owners advertise their objects for rent on the platform, a city’s public 
objects are advertised for “reservation” to others by its citizens  Cher brings the private to the public and lets 
public space get personal, creating everyday intimacies and negotiations throughout the city.”

This proposal outlines the development of a mobile app, a prototype-as-provocation—produced through 
community-driven methods of historical and place-based research, focused on identifying untapped 
opportunities and existing problematics within sharing-economy social platforms for changing urban 
environments. 
 
Cher exploits Airbnb’s now familiar interface to break down a city’s spatial supply into ever-smaller units: 
from apartments to rooms, one can rent a chair, a table, a toilet, or a mug; from days to hours, one can 
reserve domestic objects for mere minutes. As domesticity scales down, the sharing economy’s inherent 
financialization of the private sphere is exposed and dramatized in the potential interactions between 
customers now charged with negotiating ever decreasing boundaries of purchasable space and time. While 
expanding spaces of transaction on the interior, Cher generates a market for intimacy outside, folding into 
its apparatus public spaces—a piece of park, a stoop’s treads, a bench’s unused corner—whose use may be 
reserved, held, claimed as if almost owned.

The city understood as the sum of its designed transactions and collected objects reveals the false  
dichotomies of loneliness/belonging, privacy/publicity, sharing/owning—each obsolete binaries in the 

context of global transience and spatiotemporal flexibility of post-Fordist experience.
 
People are increasingly living alone together. Whether watching one another eat dinner via livestream, sharing 
the experience of unpacking shopping bags, or finding your spooning partner with a mobile app, digital 
technologies have engendered new forms of sociability, further conflating the global and local through shared 
domesticity. What is gained and lost in this displaced translation?  Might their transactional logics produce 
stabilizing comfort from transient connection?  
 
Responding to home-sharing and short-term rental apps, Cher foregrounds the broader social trends and 
problematic externalities they have produced: the marketed reinterpretation of one’s personal belongings, 
incrementalized subdivisions of time, and the delicate but unearned trust between strangers.1 We see these 
trends’ direction. Instead of lamenting the city’s estrangement, Cher is a proposed intervention into the digital 
sharing-economy logic, a frictional platform that unapologetically connects people through things, scripting 
that connection in the unabashed and transparent language of exchange. Weaving interior and exterior space 
through the isolation of objects, this platform is a mechanism to advocate for local public space, learn about a 
city and its people, and retool interior architecture for social encounters at a humble scale.2

Right: Iconic Danish mid-century 
modern furniture.

Left: Urban objects in 
Copenhagen.

OBJECTS: Mid-Century Modern, 
Hygge & Urban Objects
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THE WORKSHOP
New York
July 2

Copenhagen
July 3 - July 10

PARTNER INSTITUTIONS:
The Oslo Architecture Triennale, Oslo Architecture 
Triennale; After Belonging Agency; International 
Federation on Housing and Planning; Danish 
Architecture Center

Students will work with local community groups, 
such as the Copenhagen chapter of the International 
Federation on Housing and Planning, the Royal Danish 
Academy of Fine Arts, Copenhagen University’s 
department of Media, Cognition, and Communication, 
and residential coalitions to assess the ramifications 
of the so-called sharing economy, identify ways in 
which a digital platform might transform domestic 
habits, and locate public spaces in the city to 
nominate for “sharing.” Students will help to test an 
alpha version of the application through workshops 
with these constituent groups and by using Cher 
themselves. 



Phase 1: Scoping & Preliminary Research (January - March 2016)

1. FRAME. The research begins with careful analysis of the operational structures and media strategies of 
sharing applications by consulting with urban planners, technologists, sociologists, economists, and brand 
strategists, to inform the initial development of the Cher prototype. 

2. CONTENT. Concurrent with prototype’s development, we will research the content for the Copenhagen use 
case. This begins with identifying and building relationships with community organizations and institutions 
in Copenhagen, such as the National Association of Senior Citizens, the Danish Royal Academy of Design, the 
Alt Cph artist fair, and the Danish Refugee Council. These relationships form the basis of our local-knowledge 
research and user-tester samples, implemented in workshops described below.

Phase 2: Implementation (March - August 2016)

1. DEVELOPMENT. The Cher prototype will be developed in New York by media designers MTWTF through 
strategically sequenced agile development cycles, beginning in January 2016. With an operational alpha 
version in place, the workshop-based local research (Part 2 below) can begin, generating rapid feedback (on 
separate portions of functionality) toward the the beta version.

2. WORKSHOPS. 
March 2016. 
Our initial site visit includes two workshops with members of four selected organizations. 

Parceling Public Space: Participants will be introduced to the Cher prototype and asked to walk their city 
nominating (and geolocating) significant, appropriate, or provocative public objects for reservation. After 
three days, we will reconvene to discuss user experience and to review nominated objects for use in the 
second workshop which follows directly.

Using Public Space: In the second workshop, a larger group of alpha-testers will use Cher to reserve the 
nominated objects, again over three days. The constrained time limit and expanded user group will increase 
the likelihood of overlaps and negotiated interactions among users. Feedback will be incorporated into the 
prototype development. 

June  2016
Home Invasion: The third workshop will take place during our second site visit and include a summer 
workshop  students through Columbia University’s Graduate School of Architecture Planning (GSAPP). 
Drawing upon already established networks in the city, users (including student researchers) will test and 
document Cher’s household object functionality for one week. Feedback will be incorporated into the 
prototype development.

August 2016
Two months later, the public use component of CherBeta goes live, launched with our third site visit.Leading 
up to the launch will be a media campaign that mirrors the logic of Airbnb’s own advertising strategy based on 
research in phase one. 
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Phase 3: Exhibition Design (July - August 2016)

1. BORROW
We will borrow furniture from participating renters to compose a full living room within the gallery space. 
These objects, having survived the implementation phase, will bear the traces of this new use-based economy 
and provide an unspoken connection to the overall project. Each object comes from a different origin but 
together form a plausible whole--underscoring the leveling nature of a system of objects both highly selected 
and ultimately interchangeable and generic; having the marks of intimate use while stripped of their context. 

2. INTERFACE
CherBeta will provide the platform to reserve time in this living room much like in the implementation phase. 
Exhibition visitors will be able to book use of any of the furniture pieces for a set length--20 minutes at a coffee 
table, an hour in an armchair, etc. The interface might encourage reservations in real time: a few adjacent 
screens ready to accept on-site reservations, where booking, use, and negotiation all take place within the 
ghostly living set. 

3. DISCOVER 
Once booked, visitors might find that the objects tell a story of the overall strategy. A coffee table book 
contains research from the early concept and development phase; papers in a desk show images of 
apartments and public spaces in reserved use; a speaker next to a chair will play back sound recordings from 
rented situations. Each object will, therefore, reveal itself as a system of things and a participant in a larger 
narrative. 
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